Why Republicans Want Us Stupid
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COMMENTARY | Once again, with a snotty misquote of President Barack Obama intended
to make the president himself look petty, the Republicans say more than they think. Fox
correspondent Steve Doocy admitted he "paraphrased" the president when claiming that
Obama said, "Unlike some people, I wasn't born with a silver spoon in my mouth." We'll get
to what the president did say in a moment.
Currently, it's the boring, dry words that are the most important. Economy. Education. Social
Security. Medicaid. Internet regulations. This list is among the unsexiest collection of words
in the English language, and yet each of these vast topics will have a direct impact on all of
us, most critically in the next few years.
Mitt Romney knows these words are important. In fact, he said Tuesday night it's about the
economy, adding "we're not stupid," in his claim that the president would try to distract us
from it. This statement came, ironically, days after the RNC Chair Alexandra Franceschi
said the Republican platform would be the Bush Plan. "Only updated."
Anyone remember the Bush economic policies? Of course you do; they're why you lost your
house, they're why we bailed out banks, they're why a surplus became a deficit. Sounds
great, right?
No? Really? I guess I'll have to work with that.
Unless you are in the top 1 percent, Bush II is not going to do you much good. But 1 percent
of the country cannot, statistically, elect government officials. So there are two ways to get
you to vote for people whose policies have no benefit for you. They can lie to you and tell
you that you somehow win, like with "job creators" and "trickle-down economics," or they
can try to make you, or better yet your children, dumb.

Here's the breakdown of the "dumbening." First there is the misinformation, quickly
disseminated so that it's nearly impossible to tell the lies from the truth. And then there is
the destruction of education so that people never learn to think critically.
Consider the battle over evolution. Republican-led states are pushing for the teaching of
"creationism" alongside or instead of actual science. Children will be taught that both ideas
are equally valid and equally demonstrable, but they are not.
Federal student loans put college within reach of even the poorest Americans, but with the
interest rates set to double in July, Republicans are refusing to extend the legislation.
Republicans took an axe to funding for Head Start, an early education program. The socalled Ryan-Romney budgetdecimates funding for public education, and particularly
education for the neediest of students.
Republicans don't want to educate you. They don't want to educate your children. The less
education you have, the more they can manipulate you. The more they can get you to
believe that money in the pockets of their choice somehow benefits you, the better for them.
Back to what the president actually said. Speaking on the rising educational interest rates,
he acknowledged he's gotten where he is because he had an opportunity: "Somebody gave
me an education. I wasn't born with a silver spoon in my mouth. Michelle wasn't. But
somebody gave us a chance -- just like these folks up here are looking for a chance."
He just finished paying off that education eight years ago.
A chance for another Barack Obama? It's exactly that that Republicans are hoping to avoid
by cutting education. No, they'd rather keep you dumb and your children dumber than risk
another person so vividly fulfilling the American Dream.
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